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Abstract Steel-to-glass laminated connections,
which have recently been developed, limit stress intensifications on the glass and combine strength and
transparency. Transparent Structural Silicone Adhesive
(TSSA) connections have been used in several projects
worldwide; however, the hyperelastic and viscoelastic
nature of the material has to date not been fully investigated. In this work, the first objective is to investigate
the mechanical response of TSSA connections under
static and cyclic loading by means of experimental
tests. Firstly, the shear behaviour of TSSA circular connections is characterized by means of monotonic and
cyclic loading tests. The adhesive exhibits significant
stress-softening under repeated cycles that becomes
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more severe as the maximum load increases. Secondly,
TSSA circular connections are subjected to monotonic
and cyclic tensile loading of increasing maximum load.
The way whitening propagates on the adhesive surface
shows some consistency comparing the cases of static
and cyclic loading. The second objective is to analytically describe the deformation behaviour of the adhesive based on hyperelastic prediction models. Uniaxial
and biaxial tension tests are combined with the simple
shear tests, for the material characterization of TSSA.
The hyperelastic material parameters are calibrated by
a simultaneous multi-experiment-data-fit based on the
nonlinear least squares optimization method. The softening behaviour observed in shear tests is modeled
based on a simplified pseudo-elastic damage model
proposed by Ogden–Roxburgh. A first attempt is also
made to model the actual softening response of the
adhesive. A less conservative approach proposed by
Guo, also based on the theory of pseudo-elasticity,
proved to give a good approximation of the actual cyclic
response of the adhesive.
Keywords Glass · TSSA · Silicone · Mullins effect

1 Introduction
1.1 Transparent Structural Silicone Adhesive
Transparent Structural Silicone Adhesive is a crystal
clear silicone adhesive film produced by Dow Corning
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that exhibits thermal stability and excellent weatherability (Sitte et al. 2011). It was developed for frameless glazed facade applications with steel to glass laminated adhesive connections. It is an elastomeric onecomponent addition cured silicone with no by-products
(and no odor), characterized by nanosilica and crosslinked polymers (Santarsiero et al. 2016a). TSSA laminated connections have been used in several projects,
such as the Dow Corning’s new European Distribution
Centre in Belgium. In this project, TSSA frameless spider connections allowed the use of insulated glazed
units, easier fabrication on site and avoided drilling the
glass.
Overend et al. (2013) tested TSSA single lap joints
and T-peel specimens. The results showed that TSSA
exhibits sufficient strength in combination with a flexible behavior, which is unique among other transparent heat-curing foils, such as SentryGlas. In the work
of Sitte et al. (2011), the tensile and shear monotonic behavior of TSSA connections was investigated
at room temperature. In addition, the behaviour of
TSSA bulk material was also investigated at a constant displacement rate. The results showed that TSSA
exhibits a hyperelastic response. Cyclic loading tests
were also performed, and results showed the appearance of the stress softening phenomenon, also referred
to as Mullins effect.
In the work performed by Santarsiero et al. (2016b),
TSSA dumbbell shaped specimens were subjected to
uniaxial tensile tests. The tests were performed at
different temperatures (− 20, 23 and 80 ◦ C) and displacement rates (1, 10 or 100 mm/min). A nonlinear
stress–strain response was also observed, confirming
the hyperelastic nature of TSSA. Temperature variations did not significantly influence the stiffness of the
adhesive; however, the stress and strain at the point
of failure showed a temperature dependency. Santarsiero et al. (2016a) also performed shear and tensile
tests on TSSA laminated circular connections. The
specimens consisted of annealed glass plates with a
laminated stainless steel circular button with diameter 50 mm. The shear behaviour of those connections
proved to be mainly linear until failure, a fact which
was also observed in the work of Hagl et al. (2012) and
Sitte et al. (2011). On the other hand, the mechanical
response of laminated circular connections under tensile load appeared to be bilinear, showing a very stiff
response followed by a hardening phase. The influence
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of temperature on the shear and tensile behaviour of
the connection proved to be negligible.
Tensile tests of TSSA dumbbells and TSSA metal to
glass connections (Santarsiero et al. 2016b; Sitte et al.
2011) have showed that the adhesive does not remain
transparent throughout testing. Its colour changes from
completely transparent to white above a certain stress
level. According to the manufacturing company, Dow
Corning®, the whitening phenomenon is expected
when the local stress exceeds 2 MPa. In the work of
Santarsiero et al. (2016a) and Sitte et al. (2011), the
whitening of TSSA is clearly visible at engineering
stresses close to 5 MPa.

1.2 The Mullins effect
Elastomer or rubber-like materials, such as TSSA,
undergo a stress softening phenomenon under cyclic
loading. More specifically, they exhibit a hysteretic
behaviour, which is characterized by a difference
between the loading and unloading mechanical
response. This softening effect, also referred to as the
Mullins effect, was first extensively studied by Mullins
(1969) in the 1970’s. More specifically, the Mullins
effect describes the dependency of the stress–strain
curve of rubbers on the maximum load previously
encountered. When the load is less than the previous
maximum load, the loading response of rubbers follows
the path of the undamaged ‘virgin’ material, whereas
the unloading response is characterized by a softening behaviour. Whenever the load increases above its
prior maximum value, the stress–strain curve changes,
resulting in more severe softening behaviour.
Several physical interpretations have been proposed to
understand the stress-softening phenomenon of rubbers. However, there is still no universal consensus on
the origin of this phenomenon (Diani et al. 2009). Blanchard and Parkinson (1952) expressed the theory that
the stress-softening effect is the result of bond ruptures
taking place during stretching. According to their theory, the weaker bonds (or physical bonds) are ruptured
first, followed by the stronger (or chemical) bonds.
Houwink (1956) used instead the theory of molecules
slipping over the surface of fillers, as a fact which
causes new bonds to be created. These new bonds
are of the same physical nature, but they are located
at different places along the rubber molecules (Diani
et al. 2009). According to this theory, the phenomenon
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could be reversible with exposing the rubber to elevated temperatures. Other theories have been developed by Kraus et al. (1966) who attribute the stresssoftening effect to the rupture of carbon-black structure, which is used as reinforcing filler in many rubber
products.

1.3 Objectives
The monotonic response of TSSA dumbbell specimens and TSSA laminated circular connections has
been already investigated by Hagl et al. (2012), Santarsiero et al. (2016b) and Sitte et al. (2011). However, very few experimental data exist on the cyclic
behaviour of TSSA, and the appearance of the Mullins
effect.
In this study, TSSA laminated circular connections
with diameter 50 mm are subjected to a series of
monotonic and cyclic-shear and tensile tests. The first
objective is to study the mechanical response of these
connections under loading cycles and to observe if
they exhibit the stress-softening phenomenon. Secondly, the development of the whitening phenomenon
will be compared under monotonic and cyclic loading. Thirdly, the propagation of whitening both for
the cases of static and cyclic loading and the recovery
of the phenomenon when removing the load is studied.
Even though significant research has been performed
on the mechanical response and the stress state of circular TSSA connections, as well as a generalized failure criterion has been developed by Santarsiero et al.
(2018), limited information can be found in literature
on the non-linear TSSA constitutive law. This makes
it difficult to produce a finite element model that sufficiently describes the behaviour of TSSA laminated
connections under certain specific stress states. The
behaviour of elastomeric materials, such as TSSA, can
be described by a broad range of hyperelastic non-linear
constitutive laws, most of which can be implemented
in finite element software to describe the behaviour
of elastomers. The accuracy of the predicted mechanical response largely depends on the chosen model.
Therefore, the final objective of this study is the calibration of several material models based on experimental data and the assessment of the suitability of
each model to describe the stress–strain response of
the adhesive.

2 Method
2.1 Materials and specimens
The tested specimens (see Fig. 1) consist of a solid
316L stainless steel connector with diameter 50 mm,
height 20 mm and tolerance h9 [ISO 286] (Santarsiero
et al. 2016a). The connector is located in the center
of a 150 × 150 mm annealed glass plate of 15 mm
thickness. The TSSA foil is 1 mm thick. The connector has a circular shape, which is favorable as in
this way stress concentrations at the edges are avoided,
unlike the case of rectangular connectors (Santarsiero
et al. 2016b). The bonded surface was machined (unidirectional polishing) with roughness of 8 micron, to
ensure good contact of the materials (Santarsiero et al.
2016a). Prior to lamination, the substrates were cleaned
with isopropanol and primed with a heptane based
solvent specially developed for Dow Corning® TSSA
(Dow Corning® 92-023 Primer).

2.2 Shear test set-up
Tests are performed with a SCHENCK testing machine
and a 10 KN load cell at the Stevin Laboratory at the
Faculty of Civil Engineering and Geosciences at TU
Delft. A specially designed steel set-up (see Fig. 2) is
made to ensure that the test approximates, as much as
possible a simple shear stress state. The shear load is
transferred via a 10 mm thick steel plate with a circular
hole (diameter 50.1 mm) in the middle. The circular
hole renders possible to impose inverse shear loading
to the connection. The steel plate is connected to a steel
rod which in turn is connected to the load cell and fixed
to the upper part of the machine. The rest of the steel setup ensures that the glass specimen is rigidly fixed to the

Fig. 1 Glass specimens with laminated circular connectors
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Fig. 2 Shear test set-up

machine base. The base can move upwards and downwards and introduces in this way the shear load into the
system. The steel plate that transfers the shear load to
the connection is aligned to the interface between the
glass plate and the adhesive. Its thickness is reduced to
3 mm close to the circular hole (see Fig. 3). In this way,
the eccentricity of the shear load is minimized (Santarsiero et al. 2016b), in order to approach, as much as
possible a simple shear stress state. Aluminium plates
with 2 mm thickness are placed on the interfaces of
glass and steel to reduce the probability of glass breakage during the test.
The relative displacement between the glass and the
connector is measured by two Linear Variable Differential Transformers (LVDTs) with a stroke of ± 5 mm
which are placed on the right and left side of the connector. The LVDTs stand on two small aluminium Lprofiles, which are bonded on the glass surface. In this
way, it is possible to measure the relative displacement
of glass and steel and thus the displacement of the
adhesive. The behaviour of TSSA in shear is recorded
on video during the tests, as the set-up allows visual
inspection of the adhesive through the glass pate.
A series of static and cyclic tests are performed at average room temperature of 27 ± 0.04 ◦ C. The monotonic tests are performed in displacement control at a
displacement rate of 1 mm/min. The cyclic tests are
conducted in force control and loading cycles are performed from 0 to +P or from −P to +P (where P
refers to the maximum load level of the cycle) at 0.1
or 1 Hz. The loading pattern is based on the guide-
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 3 Simplified sketch of the shear load application: a isometric view and support conditions, b top view

line ETAG 002 (EOTA Recommendation 2001), which
specifies a trapezoidal-shaped function with time for
mechanical fatigue tests of structural sealants. The
guideline describes a linear increase of load with time,
followed by a stable phase where the maximum (or
minimum load) remains constant to counteract creep
effects. When unloaded, a steady state of zero (or
nearly zero) loading follows. In this way, the mechanical response of the adhesive is isolated, as much as possible, from viscoelastic effects related to creep or relaxation, in order to derive the time-independent response
of TSSA. Cycles are performed at different load levels that begin from a loading loop of 0 to 1 or −1 to
1 kN, which is repeated 50 times. Subsequently the
maximum (and minimum) load increases in absolute
terms with a step of 1 kN every 50 cycles. Loading

Mechanical behaviour of Transparent Structural Silicone Adhesive
Fig. 4 Cyclic loading
schedule

cycles are performed up to 8 kN. Performing cycles up
to this load level would avoid failure of the specimen
during cyclic loading, since previously recorded failure
loads range between 9.3 and 11.9 kN (Santarsiero et al.
2016a). Data are acquired with a frequency of 10 Hz.
Figure 4 illustrates the load versus time relation. The
left graph describes the tests that involve reverse shearing, whereas the right graph describes shearing in only
one direction. The duration of the steady state of the
load is indicated either with t1, when the load is maximum, or t2, when the load is nearly zero. The values
of t1 and t2 (t1 = t2) are 2 or 0.2 s corresponding to
frequencies 0.1 and 1 Hz.

2.3 Tensile test set-up
Fig. 5 Tensile test set-up

Tests were performed with a SCHENCK testing
machine and a 10 kN load cell. A steel set-up is made
to restrain the glass plate during loading. More specifically, a 35 mm thick steel plate with a circular hole
(diameter 80 mm) in the middle is bolted onto two UPE
100 sections (European Standard U Channels with Parallel Flanges), which in turn are fixed onto the machine
base (see Fig. 5). The glass specimen is positioned
right underneath the thick steel plate. The UPE sections allow the placement of a camera right below the
glass specimen. For safety reasons, two pieces of timber uphold the glass plate. Between the steel and glass
plates an aluminium ring is placed to ensure that the
force is equally distributed (see Fig. 6). The ring has
an external diameter of 120 mm and has a width of
20 mm. A cardboard mould was used to make sure that
the aluminium ring is always positioned in the center of the specimen. The stainless steel button is connected to a hinge with a M10 steel rod. The hinge is
used to make sure that the force is well centered relative to the specimen. The tensile force is introduced
to the system by displacing the machine base (Fig. 7).

Fig. 6 Glass specimens subjected to tensile tests

The displacements are measured by means of three
LVDTs with a stroke of ± 1 mm, uniformly distributed
around the stainless steel button. This is to consider
possible rotations induced by fabrication tolerances or
imperfections (Santarsiero et al. 2016b). The LVDTs
are mounted onto an aluminium ring, which in turn is
rigidly fixed onto the stainless steel button.
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loop of 0 to 1 kN that is repeated 50 times. Subsequently, the maximum load increases with a step of
1 kN every 50 cycles. The specimens are loaded up to
a maximum load of 8 kN. Data are acquired with a frequency of 10 Hz.

2.4 Tests summary
The summary of the tests performed is given in Table 1.

3 Experimental results
3.1 Shear test results

Fig. 7 Simplified sketch of the tensile test set-up

A series of static and cyclic tests are performed at
average room temperature of 23.7 ± 2.3 ◦ C. It must
be noted that room temperature differences are not
expected to influence the results, since TSSA exhibits
stability against temperature variations (Santarsiero
et al. 2016a). The static tests are performed in displacement control at a displacement rate of 1 mm/min.
The cyclic tests are conducted in force control and the
specimens are subjected to loading cycles under two
different frequencies of 0.1 and 1 Hz. The loading pattern follows again the trapezoidal form described in the
guideline ETAG 002. Loading cycles are performed at
different load levels. The cycles begin from a loading
Table 1 Tests performed in
this research

Test types

Stress state

Displ. rate/frequency

Number of tests

Static

Shear

1 mm/min

3

Tensile

1 mm/min

3

Cyclic

Shear

0.1 Hz—one direction shear

3

0.1 Hz—two direction shear

3

1 Hz—two direction shear

3

Tensile
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The monotonic response of TSSA connections under
shear load is shown in Fig. 8. This is in agreement
with the results of Hagl et al. (2012), Santarsiero et al.
(2016b) and Sitte et al. (2011). From the video recording, very slight whitening is visible starting approximately at a load of 7 kN. The deformation behaviour of
TSSA in shear exhibits considerable difference under
static and cyclic loading. Figure 9 plots the first (1st)
and the last (50th) cycles for each load level for tests
where repeated loading cycles were performed from
0 to +P at 0.1 Hz. The stress-softening phenomenon
is observed even at loading cycles performed at low
load levels and it becomes more critical as the maximum load increases. A relation is observed between
the magnitude of softening and the permanent deformations at the stress-free state, as for higher damage
due to softening, larger permanent deformations are
observed. Isolating the cycles for each load level, the
damage appears to increase with the number of cycles.
In addition, throughout the test, very slight whitening

0.1 Hz

4

1 Hz

3
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Fig. 8 Static shear test results

Fig. 9 Cyclic shear test results from 0 to +P at 0.1 Hz

of the adhesive surface takes place, which is barely visible.
Figures 10 and 11 compare the deformation behaviour
of the adhesive when loaded cyclically from −P to +P
under two different frequencies. Figure 10 illustrates
the mechanical response of specimens loaded at a frequency of 0.1 Hz. The softening response resembles
the one of Fig. 9. Most of the tested specimens failed
to reach loading cycles up to 8 kN, unlike the case of
shearing in only one direction. Specimens imposed to a
higher frequency of 1 Hz, also exhibit a stress softening
behaviour during unloading. However, in this case, the
stiffness appears to increase during the loading phase
(see Fig. 11).

Fig. 10 Cyclic shear test results from −P to +P at 0.1 Hz

Fig. 11 Cyclic shear test results from −P to +P at 1 Hz

Figure 12 compares the mechanical response of the
adhesive when a shear load is applied in both directions. “Positive” and “negative” shear refer to the direction of the load. The loads and displacements, corresponding to negative shear, are converted to their absolute values and compared with the results taken from
positive shear. When the adhesive undergoes negative
shear, a small decrease of the absolute deformations is
observed. This is in the range of 6% and presumably it
is due to the fact that negative shear also recovers the
permanent deformations caused by the previous positive shearing.
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Fig. 12 Comparison between ’positive’ and ’negative’ shear

3.2 Tensile test results
Figure 13 illustrates the stress–strain graph obtained
by the tensile static tests. The graph is divided into two
phases and resembles the experimental results obtained
at 23 ◦ C in the research performed by Hagl et al. (2012)
and Santarsiero et al. (2017). The mechanical response
starts from a linear behaviour up to approximately 8 kN.
Then, the second phase starts where the stiffness is significantly reduced and the behaviour of the adhesive
exhibits an approximately linear behaviour until failure.
As expected, the whitening phenomenon of TSSA is
observed during the tensile test. The whitening starts

Fig. 13 Static tension test results
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to be visible in small dots at approximately 80% of
the connection radius (see Fig. 14), a fact which is
completely in line with the observations of Santarsiero
et al. (2017). Subsequently, it forms a crescent shape
that propagates towards the middle of the connection
and finally covers the entire surface. The only part that
remains transparent is a very thin outer ring of the connecting surface. In the work of Santarsiero et al. (2017),
the propagation of whitening on a circular connection
subjected to tensile loading is extensively investigated
and for the sake of brevity not repeated here.
Figure 15 illustrates the response of the adhesive
recorded during the first and last cycle for each maximum load level at a frequency of 0.1 Hz. The results
show that for loading cycles up to 6 kN, the loading and
unloading curves overlap, meaning that response of the
material is (almost) perfectly linear. When the maximum load increases to 7 kN, a very small deviation
between the curves representing the 1st (continuous
line) and the 50th cycle (dotted line) is observed, a fact
which indicates the beginning of the stress-softening
effect. More severe softening is observed during the
loading cycles up to 8 kN. The softening behaviour
of the material appears to increase dramatically as the
maximum load increases from 7 to 8 kN and continuous
to increase with the number of cycles. Nevertheless,
TSSA does not exhibit any permanent deformations
under cyclic loading.
Figure 16 illustrates the development of the whitening
phenomenon under loading cycles. For loading cycles
up to 6 kN, whitening appears in a crescent shape at
80% of the radius. As the cycles increase, whitening
appears in the same position and shows a small spread
around this point. When the maximum stress exceeds
6 kN, the whitening effect seems to spread faster and in
the end covers the entire surface, leaving a small ring at
the perimeter still transparent. It must be noted that in
all of the cycles performed, the whitening completely
disappeared when the load was removed, leaving no
trace of whitened surface. The propagation of whitening and the stress level it appears proved to be consistent for most of the specimens. Inconsistencies are
observed in defected specimens that failed earlier than
expected and showed more sever softening behaviour.
In the work of Sitte et al. (2011), this is considered as
a positive feature, as the propagation of whitening may
provide an indication of the quality of bonding without
destroying the connection.

Mechanical behaviour of Transparent Structural Silicone Adhesive
Fig. 14 The whitening
phenomenon under tensile
static loading

Fig. 15 Tensile cyclic loading test results
Fig. 16 Whitening effect
propagation under loading
cycles
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Wiso F̄ = Wiso Ī1 , Ī2 , Ī3 = Wiso (λ1 , λ2 , λ3 )

4 Analytical modeling
When numerically analyzing adhesive point-fixings
using a finite element software, the accuracy of the
results largely depends on the predefined material
model. The glass and steel elements can be simulated
with linear elastic properties; however, adhesives, such
as TSSA, require specific mathematical expressions to
describe their behaviour. The suitability of the model is
assessed by curve fitting various mathematical expressions to experimental data that is generated in the current paper and experimental data derived from literature.
4.1 Theoretical background
Nonlinear elasticity problems are often solved using
strain energy functions (Marckmann and Verron 2006).
The constitutive models are expressed as a function
of the deformation gradient tensor. Most hyperelastic material models are based on the assumption that
elastomers are perfectly incompressible. Even though
rubber-like materials have a Poisson’s ratio very close
to 0.5, it is not correct to assume that their behaviour is
incompressible. Rubbers still exhibit volume changes,
especially when they are under a confined state. For
this reason, the mathematical modeling of the mechanical behaviour of elastomers requires the strain energy
function to be broken down to an isochoric and a volumetric part. The decoupled strain energy function is
written as
W = W ( f ) = Wiso (F) + Wvol (J )

(1)

where W, the strain energy density (or potential) or the
strain per unit of reference volume; F, the deformation
gradient tensor; Wiso (F), the isochoric part of the strain
energy function, corresponding to the case of perfect
incompressibility; Wvol (J ), the volumetric part of the
strain energy function, accounting for volume changes.
The majority of hyperelastic material models that
assume incompressible behaviour are based on the
volume-preserving deformation tensor F̄. A model that
is solely based on this assumption can only be considered acceptable for non-confined cases, such as uniaxial tension or compression, simple shear and biaxial stress states. Most finite element codes express the
strain energy function in terms of the principal invariants of the left Cauchy–Green tensor B̄ or in terms of
the principal extension ratios λ1 ,λ2 ,λ3 , as
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(2)

where
1

F = J3F
I¯1 = λ21 + λ22 + λ23
I¯2 = λ21 λ22 + λ22 λ23 + λ23 λ21

(3)
(4)
(5)

I¯3 = λ21 λ22 λ23 = 1

(6)

4.2 Method
The curve fitting process requires the reformulation
of the strain energy functions in terms of engineering
stresses and strains. In large strain problems, based on
the finite deformation theory, the stress state of rubbers
can be expressed either in terms of the Cauchy (or true)
stress tensor σ or of the 1st Piola–Kirchhoff tensor P.
The relation between the stress tensors is
P = JσF−T

(7)

where J, the Jacobian of the deformation gradient tensor
(J = det(F)); σ, the Cauchy stresses tensor.
The Cauchy stress tensor defines the stress state
of the body in the deformed state, whereas the 1st
Piola–Kirchhoff tensor defines the stress state relative
to the reference configuration. The 1st Piola–Kirchhoff
stresses are also referred to as engineering stresses. In
literature (Drass et al. 2017a; Guo and Sluys 2006;
Ogden et al. 2004), one can find the stress state of rubbers expressed also in Biot (or nominal) stresses ti . For
common deformation states, such as uniaxial or biaxial tension and compression or simple shear, the Biot
stresses are equal to the 1st Piola–Kirchhoff stresses,
since no rotation of the rigid body takes place under
these stress states.
T = RT P

(8)
RT ,

where T, the Biot (or nominal) stress tensor;
the
transpose of the rotation matrix (the rotation matrix R
is equal to the identity matrix I for commonly tested
deformation states).
It is common to assess the behaviour of elastomeric
materials based on their undeformed state since experimental data are expressed in terms of engineering
stresses and strains. For this reason, the derivation of
the 1st Piola–Kirchhoff stress is considered more suitable for the curve fitting process. However, this tensor
does not provide any physical interpretation and thus
the Cauchy stress tensor provides better insight when
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numerically analyzing rubber materials. The relation of
the principal Cauchy stresses σi with the strain energy
density is
∂W(λ1 , λ2 , λ3 )
(9)
∂λi
The relation of the Cauchy stress tensor with the corresponding Biot (or engineering) stresses (Drass et al.
2017b; Guo and Sluys 2006; Marckmann and Verron
2006; Mooney 1940; Ogden et al. 2004), which are
measured directly in experiments, is

σi = λi

∂W(λ1 , λ2 , λ3 )
−1
− pλ−1
(10)
i ≡ σi λi
∂λi
In this study, the results of the shear tests are combined with data from uniaxial tension and biaxial tests
conducted by Drass et al. (2017a) and Santarsiero et al.
(2016a), respectively. Drass et al. performed biaxial
bulge tests, where water pressure was applied to the
TSSA foil. In this way, a biaxial deformation state was
induced in the adhesive, based on the principle of an
inflating balloon. Santarsiero et al. performed uniaxial tension tests on dumbbell specimens at a displacement rate of 1 mm/min. The size of the dumbbell specimens was based on EN ISO 37-type 2 (International
Organization for Standardization 2011), with only the
transversal dimensions increased with a factor of 2.5.
Both tests were performed at room temperature.
This work aims to calibrate only the material parameters for the isochoric part of TSSA, which are suitable
for non-confined deformation states. For this purpose,
material models with maximum three parameters are
going to be considered, since larger number of parameters also requires a larger experimental database to be
fitted. The deformation gradient tensor and the stress
reformulations for each deformation state (uniaxial,
shear and biaxial) are summarized in Table 2. For future
research, it is recommended that oedometric tests are
performed, in order to calibrate the bulk modulus of
TSSA (see “Appendix A”).
The calibration of the material parameters is based on
the non-linear least square optimization method. The
stress–strain curves derived from the shear tests are
averaged by means of a Matlab® script that interpolates between the ordinate values of each dataset and
subsequently averages the corresponding abscissa values. A Matlab® script is also developed for the curve
fitting process. The accuracy of the material model
is increased when datasets from multiple deformation
ti = λi

states are taken into account, because in this case a single set of material parameters is used to describe all
deformations states. The fitting process is based on the
least squares method that calibrates the material constants by minimizing the value of the error function
E. The Matlab® functions Lsqcurvefit and Lsqnonlin
were used for this purpose. Matlab® also offers the
option to minimize the error either using the ’Trustregion-reflective’ or the ‘Levenberg–Marquardt’ algorithm. For both cases the results were the same. The
error function is
nUT 
nS 
2 
2

test
theor
σι − σι
σjtest − σjtheor
+
E=
i=1
nBT 


σktest − σktheor

+

j=1

2

(11)

k=1

where, nUT , nS , nET —the number of data points of
uniaxial tension, shear and equibiaxial tension tests,
respectively.
The fitting of each model to the experimental data is
assessed by introducing the coefficient of determination R2 , which takes the value of 1 in case of perfect
fitting.

(yi − ŷi )2

R=1−
(12)
(yi − yi )2
where yi , ŷi and yi , the test data—the model data and
the average value of the test data, respectively.
4.3 Modeling the stress-softening phenomenon
Several continuum mechanics and pseudo-elastic models exist that describe the stress-softening phenomenon
observed in elastomers. In practice, few of them are
used and are commercially available in finite element
analysis software. Such modes were proposed by Simo
(1987), Govindjee and Simo (1991), Ogden and Roxburgh (1999), Chagnon et al. (2004), Qi and Boyce
(2004) and many others. It must be noted that these
models can describe only a small fraction of the structural properties of elastomers, since the mechanical
response of these materials changes constantly with
the number of cycles. The models based on continuum
mechanics theory are considered complex and computationally demanding. On the other hand, most finite
element software make use of pseudo-elastic material
models (see “Appendix B”) that make use of a damage
parameter to describe the loading path with a common
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Table 2 Derivation of stresses according to the uniaxial, shear and equibiaxial deformation tests

strain energy function and the unloading and reloading paths with a different strain energy function that is
based on the undamaged situation.

5 Discussion
Figure 17 shows the performance of several hyperelastic models (see “Appendix A”) for describing the
uniaxial, shear and biaxial stress state of the adhesive.
It is evident that the Yeoh model fails to reproduce
all three deformation states, as well as that the threeparameter Mooney–Rivlin model fails to approach the
biaxial stress–strain behaviour of TSSA. This can be
explained by the fact that higher order material models, such as the Yeoh and the three-parameter Mooney–
Rivlin model, are intended for large deformations and
often show poor performance at small strains. TSSA
exhibits maximum strains of the order of 140–200%,
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whereas high order models, such as the Yeoh model,
are intended for fitting over a large strain range, such
as 400–700%. The rest of the models show a very good
performance in shear, but they become weaker in uniaxial and even more in biaxial tension. The Gent–Thomas
model appears to reproduce better the uniaxial tension
data, whereas for the case of biaxial tension it is difficult
to clearly distinguish which model performs best. The
performance of the Gent–Thomas and the two parameter Mooney–Rivlin model though appears to be very
similar and gives good results for stretches up to 180%.
The calibrated material parameters and the corresponding coefficients of determination are given in Table 3.
The next step is to calibrate the damage models for the
simulation of the stress-softening phenomenon. Cyclic
shear tests showed that the deformation behaviour of
the adhesive changes according to the maximum load
applied and the number of cycles. This means that there
is a need to calibrate different damage parameters for
every maximum load tested. Furthermore, energy dissi-
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Fig. 17 Performance of
hyperelastic models fitted to
TSSA experimental data

Table 3 Material constants and coefficient of determination of
the Neo–Hooke, Mooney–Rivlin and Gent–Thomas models
Material models

Coefficients

Neo–Hooke

C10

1.315

R2UT

0.7880

R2S

0.9929

R2BT

0.8563

C10

1.159

C01

0.1554

R2UT

0.9076

R2S
R2BT

0.9929

C10

1.158

C01

0.6500

R2UT
R2S
R2BT

0.9671

Mooney–Rivlin (2-parameter)

Gent–Thomas

0.8698

0.9960
0.8076

pation analysis was conducted, to understand if the constant shift the stress–strain response to the right tends
to stabilize after a certain number of cycles.
In Fig. 18, the calculated dissipated energy in MPa (or
10−6 J/m3 ) is plotted against the number of cycles. It is
typical in rubbers exhibiting the stress softening phenomenon, that during the first cycle a large amount of
energy is dissipated. This is in fact observed in the work
of Sitte et al. (2011), where TSSA was subjected to uniaxial, shear and equibiaxial cyclic tests. After the first
cycles the dissipated energy of rubbers either gradually
decreases, in case of displacement controlled tests, due
to relaxation, or increases, in case of force controlled

tests, due to creep. The latter is in fact observed in the
shear test results performed for purpose of this study,
since the tests are carried out in force control.
For maximum engineering stresses up to 2 kN, the
material does not show significant creep effects and
this is the reason the dissipated energy remains almost
stable after the first cycle. For loading cycles performed
above 2 kN the effect of creep becomes clearly visible,
as the dissipated energy does not remain stable after the
first cycle but shows an increase. In most cases the rate
of increase seems to decrease as we approach the 50th
cycle, meaning that the dissipated energy tends to stabilize with the number of cycles. For cycles performed up
to 3 kN, the dissipated energy has almost stabilized until
the 50th cycle, a fact which indicates that the unloading
and reloading response will not further keep shifting to
the right. For cycles above 3 kN, the dissipated energy
tends to stabilize approaching 50th cycle; however, it is
clearly not stabilized yet. In this case, more cycles are
required to detect the point where the dissipated energy
and thus the mechanical response of TSSA stabilize. It
must be noted that for the calibration of the damage
factor for the simulation of the stress-softening phenomenon, the dataset of the stabilized response should
be considered. This is because, creep effects may prove
to be decisive for the deformation state of the adhesive,
and thus it is important that the model reproduces the
behaviour of the adhesive at its stabilized state.
Figure 19 shows the fitting of the Ogden–Roxburgh
model to the experimental data, which appears to
describe the response of TSSA fairly accurate. This
model though does not consider permanent deformations at the stress-free state and this is the reason it
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Fig. 18 Energy dissipation
analysis

observed for TSSA, the problem should be further
simplified. On the other hand, Guo and Sluys (2006)
proposed a model that considers this differennce in
loading and reloading mechanical response. Figure 20
shows the performance of the Guo model in describing the actual response of TSSA under cyclic shear
loading, accounting for the divergence in the unloading and reloading paths. Here, the fitting of cycles up
to maximum loads of 1, 3, 4 and 5 kN is indicatively
given. The model reproduces well the behaviour of
the adhesive at moderate stress levels, while showing
some weakness at cycles performed at very low or very
high stresses. The calibrated coefficients based on the
Ogden–Roxburgh and Guo models are given in Tables 4
and 5, respectively.
Fig. 19 Fitting the Ogden–Roxburgh model to the softening data

6 Conclusion

becomes weaker in describing the deformations of the
adhesive at low stress levels. The Ogden–Roxburgh
model does not account for different unloading and
reloading branches and thus for cases such as the one

This research focused on investigating the static and
cyclic mechanical response of TSSA laminated circular connections under shear and tensile loading. The
shear cyclic response showed significant stress softening that depends on the maximum load previously
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Fig. 20 Fitting the Guo model to the experimental softening data
Table 4 Damage parameters and coefficients of determination based on the Ogden–Roxburgh model
Material models

Coefficients

Ogden–Roxburgh and Mooney–Rivlin

Ogden–Roxburgh and Gent–Thomas

m

Maximum applied load to the connection
1 kN

2 kN

3 kN

0.591

3.651

0.985

r

0.256

0.110

0.586

b

0.201

0.144

0.180

R2

0.9640

0.9767

0.9922

m

0.065

0.214

0.230

r

1.467

1.419

1.320

b

0.016

9.55 × 10−9

0.500

R2

0.9879

0.9943

0.9956

Table 5 Damage parameters and coefficients of determination based on the Guo model
Material model

Guo and Mooney–Rivlin

Coefficients

Maximum applied load to the connection
1 kN

2 kN

3 kN

4 kN

5 kN

m

34.392

21.361

2.641

0.617

0.442

r

0.121

0.125

0.00025

1.537

1.503

m1

0.079

0.816

1.662

0.365

0.839

r1

0.063

0.017

0.640

0.491

0.628

R2loading

0.9688

0.9816

0.9924

0.9962

0.9930

R2unloading

0.7914

0.8896

0.9531

0.9742

0.9675

encountered and the applied frequency. This softening behaviour deviates from the static response, which
appears to be mainly linear, and thus a nonlinear constitutive law is needed to simulate the cyclic response
of TSSA. The mechanical response of the connections
subjected to reverse shearing appears to be the same in
both directions, meaning that there is no need to account
for any divergence of the response between “positive”

and “negative” shear, when it comes to the simulation of
the deformation behaviour. Tensile cyclic loading tests
showed that the stress-softening phenomenon starts to
develop at very high stress levels above the working
limit of the connection. Furthermore, the propagation
of the whitening phenomenon appeared to be similar under static and cyclic loading. Whitening completely disappears when the load is removed, a fact
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which must be carefully considered in case the phenomenon is utilized as a warning for overloading. In
civil engineering practice, stress peaks usually appear
instantaneously, a fact which means that whitening is
expected to occur instantly. Nevertheless, the propagation of the whitening effect shows some consistency,
a fact which is considered advantageous as it may be
used as an indicator of the quality of bonding in nondestructive quality assurance testing. Finally, the shear
tests were combined with uniaxial and biaxial test data
to calibrate various hyperelastic models for the simulation of the mechanical response of TSSA. The softening behaviour observed in shear tests was modeled
based on the simplified approach proposed by Ogden
and Roxburgh. A less conservative approach was suggested based on the model of Guo, which provides a
good approximation of the actual cyclic response of
the adhesive. This model may be implemented in FE
analysis through a user-defined subroutine and be used
to predict the changes in stiffness observed during the
tests.
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Appendix A
Isochoric part - Assumption of incompressibility:
Rubber-like material models are classified into two
basic categories based on the expression of the strain
energy function. The phenomenological models that
provide a mathematical framework for describing the
mechanical behaviour of elastomers based on continuum mechanics. The determination of the material
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parameters is difficult and these models may prove to be
inaccurate for large deformations out of the predefined
range of the model. Since they are in essence empirical
expressions, they lack a physical interpretation (Dispersyn et al. 2017). The physical (or micro-mechanical)
models that are based on physics of polymer chains and
on statistical and kinetic theory. These models derive
elastic properties from an idealized model of the structure (Guo and Sluys 2006). The strain energy function is formed based on microscopic phenomena. This
study focuses on phenomenological models and compares the performance of the Mooney–Rivlin (with 2
or 3 parameters), Neo–Hooke, Yeoh and Gent–Thomas
models.
Mooney–Rivlin
In the work of Marckmann and Verron (2006), the
Mooney–Rivlin theory is considered appropriate for
rubbers exhibiting moderate deformations (lower than
200%). The strain energy function of this model is
Wiso = C10 (I1 − 3) + C01 (I2 − 3)
where C10 and C01 are the material parameters (Dispersyn et al. 2017; Mooney 1940).
Neo–Hooke
The Neo–Hookean hyperelastic model is a special case
of the Mooney–Rivlin model, where C01 is equal to
zero and thus the strain energy function depends only
on the first invariant I1 (Dispersyn et al. 2017). It is
the simplest hyperelastic model and it is applicable in
cases when few test data are available (Dispersyn et al.
2017). Even though a single test is needed to determine the material response, the model is not able to
accurately describe the behaviour in other modes such
as other multi-parameter models; however, it can still
provide a good approximation (Ali et al. 2010; Marlow 2003). In addition, due to its simplified formula,
this model does not accommodate differences in curvature and therefore cannot describe an S-shaped stressdeformation diagram. According to Steinmann et al.
(2012) the model describes experimental data fairly
accurate for small deformations(λ) in uniaxial tension
and simple shear up to 1.5 and 1.9, respectively. The
strain energy function of the Neo-Hooke model is:
Wiso = C10 (I1 − 3)
Yeoh
This model is suitable to describe large deformations
(Dispersyn et al. 2017) and predicts the stress–strain
behaviour of different deformation states from test data
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coming only from uniaxial tension data (Peeters and
Kussner 1999). However, the performance of the Yeoh
model at low strains must be carefully examined (Yeoh
1995). The mathematical expression of the Yeoh models is
Wiso = C10 (I1 − 3) + C20 (I1 − 3)2 + C30 (I1 − 3)3
Gent–Thomas
The phenomenological model proposed by Gent and
Thomas (1958) has the same material constants as the
Mooney–Rivlin model, with the only difference that the
natural logarithm is included in the second term. Since
it does not include higher terms of I1 , it is not suitable for predicting large deformations (Dispersyn et al.
2017), as the Yeoh model, but it is considered fairly
accurate at small strains. The strain energy function of
the Gent–Thomas model is

I1
Wiso = C10 (I1 − 3) + C01 ln
3
Volumetric part - Extension to compressibility:
In literature, one can find several models that describe
volumetric changes of rubbers and which are expressed
as a function of the jacobian, J, of the deformation gradient tensor. These models consist of a single material
constant which is the bulk modulus, K, of the adhesive.
In order to properly define the bulk modulus of rubbers, oedometric test are needed (Dias and Odenbreit
2016). An oedometric test requires inserting a piece of
the adhesive, often a circular specimen, inside a rigid
matrix in order to achieve a perfectly confined state by
fully restraining lateral expansion. Subsequently, the
upper part of the adhesive is compressed with the help
of a piston in order to impose a hydrostatic stress state
to the adhesive. During this process, stress and strain
data are kept for the determination of the bulk modulus. The most common material model that accounts
for compressible behaviour is expressed by Sussman
and Bathe (1987) and is
K
Wvol =
(J − 1)2
2
Appendix B
Most finite element software make use of pseudoelastic material models to describe stress-softening
phenomena of elastomers. Pseudo-elastic models use
the theory of pseudo-elasticity to describe the loading
path with a common strain energy function and the

unloading and reloading paths with a different strain
energy function that is based on the undamaged situation.
Ogden–Roxburgh
The most commonly used model in finite element codes
that considers cyclic stress-softening effects is based on
the generalization of the Ogden and Roxburgh model
(Ogden and Roxburgh 1999) proposed by Mars (2004).
This model introduces a scalar variable η that ranges
between 0 and 1. This variable represents the damage
caused by the Mullins effect. In the undamaged situation (1st loading) η is equal to 1. It must be noted that
this variable does not affect the hydrostatic (volumetric) part of the strain energy function, because volume
variations are very small.
W = ηWiso (I 1 , I 2 ) + (η) + Wvol

1 (Wm − Wiso (I 1 , I 2 ))
1
η = er f
r
m
m + bWm
where m and r, material constants, m, r > 0; b, a positive
material parameter, 0 ≤ b ≤ 0.5; erf, the error function;
Wm , the previously maximum energy encountered.
Guo
The Ogden–Roxburgh model can only describe situations that approach the “ideal Mullins effect”, where the
unloading and reloading response follow the same path.
In cases of diverging loading and reloading responses,
a second class of models is defined. To this day, these
models are not supported by finite element codes,
unless they are considered via a user defined subroutine. Models accounting for this divergence of the loading and reloading paths have been developed by Miehe
(1995) and Besdo and Ihlemann (2003). Recently, a
damage model based on the theory of pseudo-elasticity
was proposed by Guo (Guo and Sluys 2006).
Unloading branch:

1
(Wm − W0 )
1
η = 1 − er f
r
m m(Wm − W00 )
1
1
ηm = 1 − er f
r
m
where W0 , strain energy of the undamaged material;
W00 , strain energy at the origin in the stress-free state;
ηm , the minimum value of the damage variable.
Reloading branch:

1 Wm − Wmr r 1
ηr = ηm + (1 − ηm )er f
m 1 Wm − W00
Where:
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m1 and r1
Wmr

Appendix C
Static tests
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material constants, m, r > 0
the strain energy when the material is
again subjected to loading (assume 0)
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Cyclic tensile tests—0.1 Hz
3 consistent tests: TSSAC 158, TSSAC 159, TSSAC
189
1 non-consistent test: TSSAC 120
1 unsuccessful test: specimen failed during cyclic loading (considered non-representative): TSSAC 134
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Cyclic tensile tests—1 Hz
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Cyclic shear tests—0.1 Hz one direction shear
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Cyclic shear tests—0.1 Hz two direction shear
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Cyclic shear tests—1 Hz two direction shear
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